Cervical adjacent segment disease (ASD) is defined as changes at levels adjacent to fusion on radiographic studies, on the other hand, "adjacent segment disease" is defined as having new clinical symptoms that correspond to radiographic signs of ASD.\[[@ref1]\] Although some authors have thought that ASD is part of the natural history of degenerative spinal disease\[[@ref2][@ref3]\] and the most author considered the ASD is a known consequence of anterior cervical discectomy and fusion (ACDF), and the incidence is vary from 25% to 92%,\[[@ref1]\] however only small fraction (5.6--12.16%) of the ASD have clinical symptoms and when the conservative treatment fail to resolve the symptoms of ASD, it may require reoperation.\[[@ref4][@ref5]\] Another evidence to show ASD have a positive correlation with ACDF is that the third revision operation is significantly higher in ACDF than that of the counterpart of the posterior approach (29.78% vs. 12.9%).\[[@ref6]\] The exact reason of ASD is unknown. ASD occurred more proximal level than that of distal one. Iatrogenically introduced stress and instability at adjacent spinal segments due to ACDF may contribute to the pathogenesis of ASD.\[[@ref5][@ref7]\] However, the fact of ASD occurred in patients who had preexisting ASD and in patients who also had other segment degeneration, which refers to the natural history of cervical spondylosis.\[[@ref1]\] Therefore, both iatrogenic manipulation (such as ACDF) and natural history of cervical degeneration play some role in ASD.

ASD obviously predispose to some special injury such as the case reported by the paper "Cervical facet dislocation adjacent to the fused motion segment: a Case report." Individual treatment should be tailored to every case. Many authors agree that early reduction offers the best chance for neurological recovery in cervical facet dislocation. The success rates of skull traction, performed while keeping patients awake and alert and with or without manual manipulation, in reducing bilateral facet dislocation that have been reported in the literature range from 27% to 90%.\[[@ref8]\] If the close reduction was achieved, second ACDF was chosen at first place by most authors. Some believe prereduction magnetic resonance imaging is mandatory for fearing disk herniation causing further cord compression upon reduction. If disc herniation was confirmed, the anterior approach of ACDF was the first choice. If cervical facet dislocation failed to achieve closed reduction, the posterior approach of open reduction, internal fixation, and bone graft fusion was the better one.\[[@ref9]\] Some comorbidities especially respiratory impairment or heavily anterior adhesion combined with cervical facet dislocation also favors the posterior one. However, the flaw of the posterior approach is that a greater number of cervical segments (typically four segments) sacrificed to be fixed and fused than that of in the anterior approach (typically two segments).\[[@ref9]\] Although there was a possibility to perform combined anterior and posterior approach operation (anterior first and posterior second; anterior first and posterior second and then anterior approach; posterior first and anterior second), the changing of the patient\'s position, long operation time, large estimated blood loss, and high technical complexity of the operation makes it the inferior one sorted by surgeon, as a result, the chance of choosing the combined way is slim.
